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 ATTEND ALL THREE SIGS!! 
At the moment our temporary meeting room doesn’t have room for separate SIG meetings. So for 
March we are presenting the SIGs sequentially. You will, therefore, have the opportunity to attend 
all three SIGs. For those of us who have often wanted to attend two or three SIGs, but couldn't 
because they were held at the same time, this format give us the chance to see what’s going on in 
all SIGs.  

New Users SIG. - 9 to 10.  
Bob Barton. 

Multimedia SIG. - 10 to 11.  
Linda McNeil & Dale Fletcher. 

OS SIG. - 11 to 12 
Adam Rice. 

REMEMBER -THIS MONTH WE ARE MEETING AT LUDINGTON 
LIBRARY BECAUSE OF CONSTRUCTION AT GOOD SAM.!

FOUNDED MAY 1989 

MEETINGS - SECOND  
  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH 

WWW.MLMUG.ORG 

EDITOR COMMENTS 
Apple v. US appears to be a 
monumental case requiring 
the balancing the security 
and antiterrorist needs of the 
US versus the security 
concerns and privacy rights 
of its citizens. It will a"ect 
not only US# citizens, but 
people around the world if 
h a c k e r s a n d f o r e i g n 
governments have access to 
encrypted iPhones. Thus, I 
have included 5 articles on 
pages 7-18 of the Newsletter 
relating to the case.!

MARCH LOCATION 
NOT OUR USUAL!! 

We will meet at Ludington 
Library in Bryn Mawr. It’s 
at the corner of Lancaster 
and Bryn Mawr Avenues, 
near the Bryn Mawr train 
station. 

APPLE V. US & SSDs AND STORAGE OPTIONS

http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
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Typical Meeting Agenda 

9:00 - 9:05:  Call to order in main meeting 
room. 

9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special 
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in 
separate rooms. The three current 
SIGs are: 

 Newer Users- We cover the most 
basic questions you may have about 
your Mac/iDevices and how to use 
them. 

 Multimedia - We discuss using your 
Mac/iDevices and applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media. 

 OS - We go beyond basics to 
discuss Apple’s current operating 
systems, us ing your Macs & 
iDevices, & various applications, & 
have Q&A. 

10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all 
attendees. 

10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business. 

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest) 

11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions. 

Come join some fellow MLMUG members 
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant. 

New Users SIG!
You don’t have to wait a whole month to 
get answers to your basic Mac questions! 
Get together with other members on the 
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.!
Many new users have said that they can 
learn much more from face-to-face 
meetings than they do from manuals or 
other sources. That’s what this meeting is 
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html 
for details.!

Macintosh Programming SIG/ 
Philly Mac Programming Group 

The objective of this group is to help 
members become more familiar with the 
c o n c e p t s o f M a c i n t o s h a n d i O S 
programming, i.e., the elements of the 
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file 
sys tem, e tc . , and the ma in Mac 
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C, 
and Objective C.!
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at 
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each 
month, but usually skips January and July. 
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue 
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The 
next meeting will probably be at Ludington 
Library in Bryn Mawr.!

MLMUG Email list!
The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list. 
Compose your letter and email it to 
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and 
your message will be sent to 
everyone on the mailing list. 
Posting to this list is restricted to 
MLMUG members. Contact Bob 
Barton if you are a member and 
you are not on the list.!
Please observe rules of etiquette. 
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of 
Service. The MLMUG list may be 
used to post Apple/Macintosh-
related items for sale, but any 
solicitation of members through 
the list is forbidden without the 
written consent of a MLMUG 
o$cer. The list is hosted at Yahoo 
Groups.

http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
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President, Program Director & 
Vendor Liaison 

Maria O. Arguello!
mariarguello@icloud.com!

Vice President & Promotion 
Director 

Susan Czarnecki!
sparsefur@yahoo.com!

Treasurer, Membership & 
Facilities Coordinator 

Elliott Cobin!
eicobin@yahoo.com!

Secretary & Newsletter Editor 
Mark Bazrod!

msb@lpilease.com!
Member-at-Large 

Larry Campbell!
lcampbell9@me.com!

Multimedia SIG Co-Chair & 
Educational Liaison 

Linda McNeil!
mcneil.linda@gmail.com!

Newsletter Copy Editor & 
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Ambassador 
Deane Lappin!

deanezl@verizon.net 
Multimedia SIG Co-Chair 
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cryptobyte@aol.com 

Newer Users SIG Co-Chair 
& Deputy Webmaster 

Bob Barton!
barton@bee.net!

Newsletter Graphics Editor 
Sally Bazrod!

sallybazrod@mac.com!
OS SIG Chair 

Adam Rice!
adam@adamrice.org!

Social Secretary 
Gail Montgomery!

gailemontgomery@comcast.
net!

Webmaster 
Deivy Petrescu!

mlmug_2004@dicas.com!

Membership Information 
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for 
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary 
date, which is the month you joined. You will be e-
mailed reminders when membership fee is due. !
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve 
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined, 
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:!
# Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share, 

and meet everyone f rom work ing Mac 
professionals to new Mac users from all 
backgrounds.!

# Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting 
Mac news, tips, and information.!

# Useful free items at the monthly Ra$es. !
# Discounts. Vendors o"er special prices to User 

Group members.!
# Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG 

newsletters, meeting information, a member 
directory, directions to our meetings, and much 
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.!

# MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical 
questions or comments to each other and the 
experts within the group. !

# Reviewers keep items reviewed.!
Are you ready to join? Please make a check 
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly 
meeting or mail it to:!

Treasurer, MLMUG!
P.O. Box 1374!
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Great 2016 Mac Tips 

By Mark Bazrod 

I thought that by now I had seen all the Mac tips there were to see. 
However, I recently came across two sources that had many tips 
I’d never seen before: 10 Top Time-Saving Tech Tips, a 2013 TED 
talk by David Pogue, tinyurl.com/myldrqk, and 101 Mac Tips, an 
ebook by Gary Rosensweig, the host and producer of 
Macmost.com. I’ve chosen the tips I think you’ll find most helpful. 
However, some tips may not work depending on the version of the 
app or the operating system.!

1. Fill In Online Form Drop-Downs - When you need to select a 
state from a drop-down list, type in the first letter of the state and 
keep pressing it to scroll through all the options that begin with 
that particular letter. For example, if you want to select Arizona as 
your state, press "A" three times until you get to Arizona. For 
Pennsylvania, you need to press “P” twice.!

2. Call The Last Number Dialed - Press the Call button on your 
phone to automatically call the last number you dialed so you 
don't have to go back to your contact list. This didn’t work on all 
iPhones.!

3. Skip Over Automated Voicemail Prompts - You can skip over 
the voicemail message preceding the beep indicating you can 
leave a message by hitting a key. Each carrier has a di"erent key, 
so you might need to identify the person's carrier in order to 
e"ectively use this feature: Verizon, “+”; AT&T and T-Mobile, “#”; 
and Sprint, “1”. I’m going to try to just hit all three until one works.!

4. Shutter lag on a camera -  Shutter lag is the time between 
pressing the shutter button and the camera actually snapping. 
There is a lag because the camera needs time to calculate the 
focus and exposure. Press the shutter button down half-way to 
pre-focus, then press it down all the way to snap the picture. Now 
you can easily and successfully capture moving objects This 
doesn’t work on a iPhone.!

5. Create a top-secret encrypted PDF - Given the security 
problems we have, you may want to encrypt certain documents. 
With a PDF document, you can use Adobe Acrobat, choose 
Advanced–Security–Password Encrypt. Make a strong password. 
Record it. Save the file.!

6. Always Use The Extended Or Advance File Save Dialog.  
When saving, click the little button to the right of the file name to 
get the advanced version. You’ll see a Finder-like window which 
you can freely navigate. Once you use the extended version, it 
opens every time.!

7. Customize Spotlight Search Results - Go to System 
Preferences, Spotlight. Turn o" categories which you probably 
don't need such as Contacts, Events, etc. Next, go to the Privacy 
tab and add specific devices and folders you don't want to appear 
in search. I exclude my backup drives.!

8. Deselect Items In a Group - Once you have selected a group, 
you can remove items from the selection by using Command+click 
on the items to exclude.!

9. System Preferences Customize & Show Alphabetically -  You 
can remove System Preference items by choosing View, 
Customize. Uncheck any icon you want to hide. Better yet, if you 
choose View, Organize Alphabetically, the icons will be listed as 
part of one group rather than in six categories. 

!5
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10. Scrolling Up And Down On A Website - Instead of using the 
mouse, press the space bar to scroll one page down. Use Shift
+space bar to scroll up a page.!

11. Changing Text Size On A Website - To increase the size of 
the text on the screen, use Command+Shift+Plus until you reach 
the desired size. To decrease text size, use Command+ Minus.!

12. Learn About Software Updates -  Click on the Apple icon at 
the top left of the menu bar and select App Store. You will be taken 
to the Updates page where you'll see updates you haven’t 
downloaded.!

13. Access File Paths In Finder Windows -  You can view  the 
entire path by choosing View, Show Path Bar to see the entire path 
at the bottom of the Finder window. This enables you to double-
click folders to jump to them. You can also Control+click the 
toolbar to use Customize Toolbar to add a Path button to the 
menu.!

14. Add Items To Finder Toolbar - You can add apps, files and 
folders to the Finder toolbar by choosing View, Customize and 
drag the itms to the toolbar. It’s easier than opening an app from 
the Dock, selecting from the sidebar, or going through several 
levels in the Finder. 

15. Create A PDF - Open the file, choose File, Print or Command
+P, either of which will bring up the Print dialog box with a PDF 
button, normally at the bottom left. Click on the button, choose 
Save As PDF, and insert file name and location.!

16. Force Quit Apps - If an app freezes, the simplest action is to 
use Activity Monitor (which I recommend you always keep open), 
and force quit it.Otherwise, use Shift+Command+Option+Esc to 
force quit. 

7. To End A Sentence On A Smartphone - The easiest way to 
end a sentence is to hit the space bar twice. The phone will 
automatically add a period, add two spaces, and capitalize the first 
letter of the next sentence.!

17. Batch Rename File - Select the file and go to File, Rename. 
Choose Replace Text, Add Text, or Format. The next actions are 
intuitive. 

18. Selecting text - Rather than using the mouse to select, delete, 
or move text in a document:!

Highlight a word: Double-click the word.!
Highlight multiple words: Double-click and drag the cursor to 
select in one-word increments.!
Highlight a paragraph: Triple-click to select all the text in a 
given paragraph.!
Delete words: Highlight and type over the entire text.!

19. Google shortcuts - To define a word, open a Google Search 
page and type the word "define" and the word you want to look 
up. You can also track flights by entering the airline name and the 
flight # in the Google search box,.!

20. PowerPoint presentations - To keep the focus on you, the 
presenter, rather than the slides, press the "B" key to blackout a 
slide. Press the "W" key to whiteout a slide. Press again to make 
visible.!

21. Text replacement - You can make a few characters be a 
substitute for a longer text. Go to System Preferences, Keyboard, 
Text.You’ll find a list with Replace on the left and With on the right. 
The With text can be quite long. When you use the Replace 
phrase, you must free a space or a return for it to work.!
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Matt Apuzzo, Joseph Goldstein And Eric Lichtblau posted 
following article to nytimes.com on February 18, 2016. 
Tinyurl.Com/Zvqatn4 © The New York Times Company. They are 
reporters for the Times. 
Apple’s Line In The Sand Was Over A Year In The 
Making 
By Matt Apuzzo, Joseph Goldstein & Eric LIchtblau 
Time and agaiin after the introduction of the iPhone nearly a 
decade ago, the Justice Department asked Apple for help opening 
a locked phone. And nearly without fail, the company agreed.!
From Our Advertisers!

Then last fall, the company changed its mind. In a routine drug 
case in a Brooklyn federal court, prosecutors sought a court order 
demanding that Apple unlock a methamphetamine dealer’s iPhone 
5S running old, easy-to-unlock software. The company 
acknowledged that it could open the phone, as it had before. But 
this time, it pushed back.!

“We’re being forced to become an agent of law enforcement,” the 
company’s lawyer, Marc Zwillinger, protested in court.!

That stance foreshadowed this week’s showdown between the 
Obama administration and Apple over the locked iPhone 
belonging to one of the suspects in the San Bernardino, Calif., 
shooting rampage. By the time of Mr. Zwillinger’s statement, Apple 
and the government had been at odds for more than a year, since 
the debut of Apple’s new encrypted operating system, iOS 8, in 
late 2014.!

Apple has said it will not comply with a federal court order to 
unlock the iPhone of one of the San Bernardino attackers. 
Commenters online weigh privacy versus security in an age of 
terrorism.!

The new technology repeatedly stymied investigators — the New 
York authorities said on Thursday that they had been locked out of 
175 iPhones in cases they were pursuing. But both sides held out 
hope for a compromise that would avoid the type of confrontation 
that occurred this week when a federal magistrate judge ordered 
Apple to comply with the Justice Department’s request.!

With last October’s court filing, the confrontation became all but 
inevitable. The company left no doubt that it would fight any e"ort 
to crack its new, encrypted phones. The only real question was 
what crime the government would use to press its case.!

Apple’s stance that day in Brooklyn caught the Justice Department 
o" guard. Despite the issue with iOS 8, the company had 
continued to cooperate. In the first half of 2015 alone, the 
company provided data in response to more than 3,000 law 
enforcement requests, Apple said. And company lawyers gave 
prosecutors no indication that the drug case against Jun Feng 
would be any di"erent.!

Mr. Feng, 45, claimed to have forgotten his passcode, making his 
cooperation a moot point even if he were willing to extend it, 
according to a government filing. Unlike the phone in the San 
Bernardino case, Mr. Feng’s ran iOS 7, an older version of Apple’s 
operating system that does not automatically encrypt its data. The 
Justice Department figured it would have the information from Mr. 
Feng’s phone within a day.!

Mr. Zwillinger said the drug case would be Apple’s line in the sand. 
“Customer data is under siege from a variety of di"erent 
directions,” he said. “Never has the privacy and security of 
customer data been as important as it is now.”!

It was a delicate period for the Obama administration, which was 
focused on finding a way to break into the new encrypted iPhones. 
The F.B.I., in particular, was lobbying hard to win support for that 
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idea in the face of skepticism from Silicon Valley, Congress and the 
public.!

Timothy D. Cook, Apple’s chief executive, described data privacy 
as a human rights issue. Backed by leading technologists, Mr. 
Cook argued that if the company designed a way to defeat 
encryption for the United States government, that tool would be 
exploited by hackers or foreign governments like China.!

Under the attorney general Eric H. Holder Jr., the Justice 
Department was sympathetic to that point of view, even in the face 
of an aggressive campaign from the F.B.I. director, James B. 
Comey. Mr. Holder favored meeting with technology executives in 
the hope of finding common ground, current and former Justice 
Department o$cials said.!

Others in the department strongly disagreed. National security and 
criminal prosecutors argued that, with the introduction of the 
encrypted iOS 8, Apple (along with Google, which had started its 
own encrypted Android phone software) had made thumbing its 
nose at the government a business strategy. The only hope, these 
prosecutors argued, was a court fight or an act of Congress 
requiring companies to provide the government unencrypted data.!

Local law enforcement o$cials, too, were sounding alarms. “This 
has become, ladies and gentlemen, the Wild West in technology,” 
Cyrus R. Vance Jr., the district attorney in Manhattan, said at a 
news conference Thursday, echoing complaints he and others 
have made for many months. “Apple and Google are their own 
sheri"s. There are no rules.”!

When the attorney general Loretta E. Lynch and her deputy, Sally 
Q. Yates, took o$ce last year, the F.B.I. and its law enforcement 
allies found more receptive ears. Ms. Yates, in particular, took up 
the issue, giving speeches and testifying before Congress 
alongside Mr. Comey.!

Despite the campaign, the White House showed no appetite for 
legislation. And Apple showed no signs of budging. In a few 
instances, the two sides appeared bound for a court fight, only to 
resolve it at the last moment. Last summer, Apple refused to give 
the Justice Department real-time access to iMessages — the 
company’s proprietary text messages — in a gun case. The matter 
nearly escalated, but Apple eventually turned over some messages 
that had been backed up to the company’s iCloud servers. It was 
not all that the government wanted, but authorities viewed it as a 
sign of cooperation.!

Such compromises forestalled a major court showdown, but 
increased the frustration at the Justice Department. Several 
current and former career prosecutors involved in the issue said 
they viewed it as hypocritical that Apple encouraged its customers 
to save its data to iCloud — which it would turn over to the 
government — but regarded the cellphone as sacrosanct.!

Then came the Feng case. By refusing to help, the Justice 
Department thought Apple was sending a clear signal. If it would 
no longer cooperate with requests to help unlock old phones, 
there was little chance it would give in and build a way to unlock 
the new encrypted phones running iOS 8.!

“Forcing Apple to extract data in this case, absent clear legal 
authority to do so, could threaten the trust between Apple and its 
customers and substantially tarnish the Apple brand,” Mr. 
Zwillinger said.!

By that time, 90 percent of Apple devices were running iOS 8 or 
newer versions. The F.B.I. warned that it was only a matter of time 
before its agents were locked out of a phone in a case with lives at 
stake.!
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The San Bernardino attacks, which killed 14 people, presented the 
F.B.I. with a seemingly perfect test case. One of the shooters, Syed 
Rizwan Farook, was killed by the police and left behind a locked, 
encrypted iPhone 5c. The F.B.I. has not been able to unlock it.!

Mr. Farook’s phone is protected by a password that Apple says it 
does not keep and Apple says it cannot break the encryption 
without the password. The F.B.I. wants to write a program to send 
the phone an unlimited combination of passwords until it finds one 
that works.!

But Apple built its phones to protect against that tactic. Each 
wrong guess causes a short delay, which would significantly slow 
the F.B.I.’s e"ort. After too many incorrect guesses, the phone will 
automatically erase its memory.!

The authorities are still interested in more than just Mr. Farook’s 
phone. On Thursday, a team of F.B.I. agents raided the Southern 
California home of his brother, Syed Raheel Farook, and carted o" 
boxes of belongings. The authorities would not say what they were 
searching for.!

But there is no telling what is on Mr. Farook’s phone — maybe 
clues to accomplices or his inspiration, maybe nothing — but 
nobody in the government questioned the need for obtaining 
access to that data. From a public relations standpoint, Apple had 
been on the side of privacy advocates and civil libertarians. This 
case put the company on the side of a terrorist.!

“They need to figure that out now before there is that bigger body 
count. So this is as good a test case as any to have that fight,” 
said Ron Hosko, who until 2014 led the F.B.I.’s criminal division. 
“Crack that thing for me now, Tim Cook, because it’s only going to 
get worse.”!

This week, the Justice Department got its wish when Apple was 
ordered to override its defenses, even if it meant building a tool 
that did not exist.!

Law enforcement o$cials cheered the ruling, though they 
acknowledged that the fight was not over. Apple promised to 
appeal. In New York, William Bratton, the police commissioner, 
held up a phone that he said was used by an associate of a man 
who shot and wounded two police o$cers in the Bronx recently.!

“Despite having a court order, we cannot access this iPhone,” Mr. 
Bratton said. “Just one example, a very significant example in 
which two of my o$cers were shot, that impeding that case going 
forward is our inability to get into this device.”!

The case in Brooklyn continues, even though Mr. Feng has already 
pleaded guilty. While the Justice Department sees the San 
Bernardino incident as its ideal test case, Apple is hoping for a 
legal win in Brooklyn.!

Judge James Orenstein has given the company reason to be 
hopeful. In the past, he has been skeptical of the way the 
government uses an 18th-century law — the All Writs Act — that 
the Justice Department is now claiming gives it the authority to 
force Apple to unlock the phones. He once even described the 
Justice Department’s use of it as a “Hail Mary play.”!

But he has yet to rule.!
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Tim Cook posted the following message on February 16, 2016 to 
apple.com. tinyurl.com/j6t65jy. © Apple Inc. 

A Message To Our Customers  
From Tim Cook 
The United States government has demanded that Apple take an 
unprecedented step which threatens the security of our 
customers. We oppose this order, which has implications far 
beyond the legal case at hand.% !
This moment calls for public discussion, and we want our 
customers and people around the country to understand what is at 
stake. !

The Need for Encryption  
Smartphones, led by iPhone, have become an essential part of our 
lives. People use them to store an incredible amount of personal 
information, from our private conversations to our photos, our 
music, our notes, our calendars and contacts, our financial 
information and health data, even where we have been and where 
we are going. !
All that information needs to be protected from hackers and 
criminals who want to access it, steal it, and use it without our 
knowledge or permission. Customers expect Apple and 
other% technology companies to do everything in our power to 
protect their personal information, and at Apple we are deeply 
committed to safeguarding their data. !
Compromising the security of our personal information can 
ultimately put our personal safety at risk. That is why encryption 
has become so important to all of us. !
For many years, we have used encryption to protect our 
customers’ personal data because we believe it’s the only way to 
keep their information safe. We have even put that data out of our 
own reach, because we believe the contents of your iPhone are 
none of our business. !

The San Bernardino Case  
We were shocked and outraged by the deadly act of terrorism in 
San Bernardino last December. We mourn the loss of life and want 
justice for all those whose lives were a"ected. The FBI asked us 
for help in the days following the attack, and we have worked hard 
to support the government’s e"orts to solve this horrible crime.%We 
have no sympathy for terrorists. !
When the FBI has requested data that’s in our possession, we 
have provided it.%Apple complies with valid subpoenas and search 
warrants, as we have in the San Bernardino case.%We have also 
made Apple engineers available to advise the FBI, and 
we’ve%o"ered our best ideas on a number of investigative options 
at their disposal. !
We have great respect for the professionals at the FBI, and we 
believe their intentions are good. Up to this point, we have done 
everything that is both within our power and within the law to help 
them. But now the U.S. government has asked us for something 
we simply do not have, and something we consider too dangerous 
to create. They have asked us to build a backdoor to the iPhone. !
Specifically, the FBI wants us to make a new version of the iPhone 
operating system, circumventing several important security 
features, and install it on an iPhone recovered during the 
investigation. In the wrong hands, this software — which does not 
exist today — would have the potential to unlock% any% iPhone in 
someone’s physical possession. !
The FBI may use di"erent words to describe this tool, but make no 
mistake: Building a version of iOS that bypasses security in this 
way would undeniably create a backdoor. And while the 
government may argue that its use would be limited% to this case, 
there is no way to guarantee such control. !
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The Threat to Data Security  
Some would argue that building a backdoor for just one iPhone is 
a simple, clean-cut solution. But it ignores both the basics of 
digital security and the significance of what the government is 
demanding in this case. !
In today’s digital world, the “key” to an encrypted system is a 
piece of information that unlocks the data, and it is only as secure 
as the protections around it. Once the information is known, or a 
way to bypass the code is revealed, the encryption can be 
defeated by anyone with that knowledge. !
The government suggests this tool could only be used once, on 
one phone. But that’s simply not true. Once created, the technique 
could be used over and over again, on any number of devices. In 
the physical world, it would be the equivalent of a master key, 
capable of opening hundreds of millions of locks —% from 
restaurants and banks to stores and homes. No reasonable person 
would find that acceptable. !
The government is asking Apple to hack our own users and 
undermine decades of% security advancements that protect our 
customers — including tens of millions of American citizens — 
from sophisticated hackers and cybercriminals. The same 
engineers who built strong encryption into the iPhone to protect 
our users would, ironically, be ordered to weaken those 
protections and make our users less safe. !
We can find no precedent for an American company being forced 
to expose its customers to a greater risk of attack. For years, 
cryptologists and national security experts have been warning 
against weakening encryption. Doing so would hurt only the well-
meaning and law-abiding citizens who rely on companies like 
Apple to protect their data. Criminals and bad actors will still 
encrypt, using tools that are readily available to them. !

A Dangerous Precedent  
Rather than asking for legislative action through Congress, the FBI 
is proposing an unprecedented use of the All Writs Act of 1789 to 
justify an expansion of its authority. !
The government would have us remove security features and add 
new capabilities to the operating system, allowing a passcode to 
be input electronically. This would make it easier to unlock an 
iPhone by “brute force,” trying thousands or millions of 
combinations with the speed of a modern computer. !
The implications of the government’s demands are chilling. If the 
government can use the All Writs Act to make it easier to unlock 
your iPhone, it would have the power to reach into anyone’s device 
to capture their data. The government could extend this breach of 
privacy and demand that Apple build surveillance software to 
intercept your messages, access your health records or financial 
data, track your location, or even access your phone’s microphone 
or camera without your knowledge. !
Opposing this order is not something we take lightly. We feel we 
must speak up in the face of what we see as an overreach by the 
U.S. government. !
We are challenging the FBI’s demands with the deepest respect for 
American democracy and a love of our country. We believe it 
would be in the best interest of everyone to step back and 
consider the implications. !
While we believe the FBI’s intentions are good, it would be wrong 
for the government to force us to build a backdoor into our 
products. And ultimately, we fear that this demand would 
undermine the very freedoms and liberty our government is meant 
to protect. !

Tim Cook  
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
February 17, 2016. tinyurl.com/h78jkyd. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. 
He is the publisher of TidBITS and Take Control Books. He has 
written numerous books and many magazine articles. 

Thoughts On Tim Cook’s Open Letter Criticizing 
Backdoors 
By Adam C. Engst 

Over the past few years, Apple CEO Tim Cook hasn’t been shy 
about speaking out against government requests for Apple and 
other technology companies to introduce backdoors into their 
products (see “Apple and Google Spark Civil Rights Debate,” 10 
October 2014). His campaign seems prescient, given that the FBI 
has now asked Apple to create a new version of iOS that would 
enable the agency to hack the passcode by brute force, and install 
it on an iPhone recovered during the investigation of the San 
Bernardino terrorist attack. Claiming that this is equivalent to the 
creation of a backdoor in the iPhone, Apple is fighting the FBI’s 
request. Apple has published Cook’s “A Message to Our 
Customers” to share the company’s position.!

I encourage everyone to read Tim Cook’s piece; it’s clear and 
convincing, and it lays out the tensions well. Apple has cooperated 
with the FBI up to this point in response to legal subpoenas and 
warrants, and Cook is careful to state both Apple’s respect for the 
FBI and belief that the FBI’s intentions are good. But he comes out 
strongly against the FBI’s desire to use the All Writs Act of 1789 to 
justify an expansion of its authority in a way that would enable it to 
compel Apple to create the necessary cracking tool (more on that 
in a bit).!

This is completely in line with Apple’s stance on backdoors thus 
far, as Cook’s introduction to Apple’s privacy policy makes clear:!

    Finally, I want to be absolutely clear that we have never worked 
with any government agency from any country to create a 
backdoor in any of our products or services. We have also never 
allowed access to our servers. And we never will.!

Backdoors Want to Be Free -- Tim Cook’s argument in his open 
letter, which is supported by both security experts and many 
members of the intelligence community, is simple. To paraphrase:!

Any tool or backdoor that enables a government or law 
enforcement agency to bypass a product’s inherent security 
features legally can also be subverted by cybercriminals and hostile 
governments. 

Since we’re talking about the digital world here, any such “master 
key” would itself be digital data, and would be only as secure as 
the other protections a"orded it. Unlike physical objects, 
information can’t be restricted to a single location and barricaded 
inside vaults protected by armed guards.!

The information that comprises such a master key would inhabit 
an uncomfortable space. On the one hand, information wants to 
be free, and on the other, such information would be of 
incalculable value.!

Let’s unpack that sentence. “Information wants to be free” was 
initially coined by Whole Earth Catalog founder Stewart Brand in 
1984 with regard to the rapidly falling cost of publishing. In 1990, 
software freedom activist Richard Stallman restated the concept to 
incorporate a political stance, introducing the concept that what 
information “wants” is freedom, in the sense that wide distribution 
of generally useful information makes humanity wealthier. A digital 
master key would certainly be generally useful, if not necessarily 
for positive purposes, so Stallman’s point implies that it would be 
extremely di$cult or even impossible to prevent such information 
from escaping into the wild.!
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Preventing such an escape would be made all the harder by the 
fact that foreign intelligence agencies and criminal organizations 
alike would undoubtedly pay immense sums of money for access 
to such a master key. A security exploit broker called Zerodium 
already paid $1,000,000 for a browser-based security exploit in 
iOS 9 that it planned to resell to government and defense 
customers (see “The Million Dollar iOS Hack (Isn’t),” 3 November 
2015). And that’s for something that Apple probably found and 
blocked in one of the updates to iOS 9. Can you imagine how 
much an iOS master key would sell for? And how that kind of 
money could corrupt people within the chain of trust for such a 
key? Like Tolkien’s One Ring, the power of a master key for 
millions of phones would be nigh-impossible to resist 
(unfortunately, Apple’s latest diversity report didn’t break out the 
number of courageous hobbits working at the company).!

Tim Cook is right: any sort of backdoor is a terrible idea that could 
result in immeasurable harm to the hundreds of millions of people 
who use Apple products, the overwhelming majority of whom have 
an entirely legitimate expectation that their private information will 
be protected from disclosure, regardless of who wants that data.!

Worse, because information wants to be free, it’s now well within 
the capabilities of criminal and terrorist organizations to create and 
use their own unbreakable encryption software. Even if backdoors 
were required, the window in which they would be useful would 
likely be short, as everyone with something to hide switched to 
something that was guaranteed to be secure.!

Why the All Writs Act of 1789 and Why Now? -- The one place 
where Tim Cook’s open letter stumbles slightly is in its description 
of the FBI’s use of the All Writs Act of 1789 as “unprecedented.”!

    Rather than asking for legislative action through Congress, the 
FBI is proposing an unprecedented use of the All Writs Act of 1789 
to justify an expansion of its authority.!

Although the All Writs Act does indeed date to 1789, and is 
intentionally vague (it enables U.S. federal courts to “issue all writs 
necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and 
agreeable to the usages and principles of law”), it has been used 
regularly in modern surveillance-related cases, some involving 
Apple. According to Stanford professor Jonathan Mayer in a 
lecture linked to by Wikipedia, the All Writs Act is used as a catch-
all authority for the courts to supplement warrants, but only when:!

# There is no other statute or rule that applies.!
# It applies to a third party with some connection to the case.!
# It is justified by extraordinary circumstances.!
# Compliance isn’t an “unreasonable burden.”!

It seems relatively uncontroversial that the first three requirements 
apply to this case. If other, more specific, statutes or rules applied, 
the FBI would be using them. Apple is a third party with a 
connection to the case through the terrorists’ use of an iPhone. 
And a case involving domestic terrorism certainly qualifies as an 
extraordinary circumstance. Less clear is what involves an 
“unreasonable burden.”!

Before iOS 8, extracting the contents of an iPhone without 
unlocking it was possible for Apple, and when the company was 
asked to do so by courts invoking the All Writs Act, it complied. 
However, in a New York case that’s still pending, the judge 
suggested that the All Writs Act may be imposing an unreasonable 
burden, and it’s our understanding that Apple is using that as an 
opportunity to resist the government order. (For more background, 
read the EFF’s coverage of the situation.)!
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To you and me, the FBI forcing Apple to create a dumbed-down 
version of iOS and install it on an iPhone recovered in the San 
Bernardino case might seem like an unreasonable burden, if only 
in terms of the e"ort involved. But given Apple’s resources, the FBI 
could argue that what would be unreasonable for most companies 
would be well within the scope of Apple’s capabilities.!

A better argument for Apple would be that the FBI is asking it to 
develop an actual attack against its own security software, rather 
than use existing capabilities, as the company had done prior to 
iOS 8. The “unreasonable burden” test would seem significantly 
harder to pass if Apple is being asked to do something that’s so far 
outside its corporate mandate and in direct violation of the 
company’s own privacy policy. While creating a tool to brute force 
a passcode wouldn’t technically be a backdoor (not being installed 
on the device itself), its capability to compromise the security of 
any iOS device with a Secure Enclave coprocessor would have 
exactly the same e"ect, and would be subject to the same desires 
from bad actors. Regardless of how terrorists or organized crime 
might lust after such a tool, with it available, what would prevent 
law enforcement agencies from asking for it to be employed 
regularly?!

To my mind, then, that explains why Tim Cook chose this moment 
to write the open letter. Apple has never before been pressured by 
law enforcement in such a high-profile case, and it’s conceivable 
that a judge who was ignorant of the technical aspects of digital 
security could view the circumstances as su$ciently extraordinary 
and the burden as insu$ciently unreasonable to compel Apple to 
comply. More so than at any time in the past, Cook and Apple 
need to make clear to everyone the danger of government 
intervention into legitimate encryption technologies. This case, or 
one like it, very well may end up in the U.S. Supreme Court, and 
the more precedent there is of judges being dubious of law 
enforcement requests, the less likely we are to end up in a 
situation where technology companies are forced to crack open 
smartphones for even trivial crimes.!

Is there anything for those of us in the Apple community to do? In 
his open letter, Tim Cook isn’t obviously asking for anything other 
than understanding, but I think we should take the opportunity to 
make sure our elected representatives are as educated as possible 
about the danger and futility of intentionally compromised 
encryption software. That’s because Cook notes that the FBI is 
using the All Writs Act “rather than asking for legislative action 
through Congress.” Perhaps I’m reading more into those words 
than was intended, but if Cook views Congress as a future 
battleground, the more we communicate with our representatives 
at all levels of government, the better the eventual legislative tussle 
will go.!

&
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Nick Wingfield & Mike Isaac posted the following article to 
nytimes.com on March 2, 2016. tinyurl.com/j2tq6fc.© The New 
York Times Company. They are technology reporters for The New 
York Times. 
Apple Gets Tech Industry Backing In iPhone Dispute, 
Despite Misgivings  
By Nick Wingfield and Mike Isaac  
It is a remarkable moment for the technology industry, with many 
di"erent companies and organizations rallying around a single 
company — Apple — in a major legal case against the United 
States government over privacy and security. !
Yet behind the scenes, it took time for some of the tech companies 
to make the decision to support Apple. Several feared the 
showdown with the government was too risky and could have far-
reaching implications for the tech industry if Apple lost. !
Those misgivings ultimately did not win the day. About 40 
companies and organizations are expected to file court briefs on 
Thursday backing Apple as it fights a judge’s order to help law 
enforcement break into an iPhone used by a gunman in the San 
Bernardino, Calif., terrorist attack last year. !
Dropbox, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Snapchat and Yahoo are 
among the tech companies expected to sign on to briefs in the 
case, according to people with knowledge of the plans who spoke 
on the condition of anonymity. More than 40 individuals, including 
prominent security experts and academics, are also planning to 
sign briefs, which will focus on themes like free speech, the 
importance of encryption and concerns about government 
overreach. !
The show of support — including briefs filed on Wednesday by 
groups like the American Civil Liberties Union and Access Now — 
is unusual in its breadth, showing that many in Silicon Valley 
believe that it could have profound implications on the 
trustworthiness of their products. !

“Given the years of companies’ reluctance to be at the barricades 
around intelligence discussions, this is significant,” said Jules 
Polonetsky, chief executive of the Future of Privacy Forum, an 
industry-financed think tank in Washington. !
Still, several executives at tech companies supporting Apple said 
they were worried that Apple had picked a fight that could end up 
backfiring on the rest of the industry. In the days since a 
magistrate judge in California ordered Apple to bypass security 
measures on the iPhone, lawyers in some of the companies 
debated these issues with one another and peers at other firms. !
All of the executives asked to remain anonymous because their 
deliberations were private, but their views are shared among 
others in Silicon Valley. !
Keith Rabois, a venture capitalist with the firm Khosla Ventures, 
said he was a strong believer in privacy and encryption — “all the 
normal Silicon Valley views,” he said — but worried that Apple 
could lose the case, setting a legal precedent that could force 
other companies to compromise the security of their products for 
law enforcement. !
“In my view, this is the wrong case to fight,” Mr. Rabois said. 
“There are plenty of other cases with a lot less sympathetic case 
for the government.” !
For Mr. Rabois and others, the circumstances working against 
Apple include the iPhone’s connection to a terrorist attack that left 
14 people dead, rather than to a less highly charged crime. 
Furthermore, the iPhone was owned by the employer of the 
gunman, Syed Rizwan Farook, which consented to a search of the 
device. !
Apple’s defenders said the company did not pick this fight — the 
government did. Critics of Apple’s approach believe that the 
company could have quietly complied with the government’s 
request to help break into the iPhone and then taken a public 
stand in a more favorable case. But Apple has said that once a 
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tool exists for extracting data from the phone, that tool cannot be 
made to disappear. !
Yet whatever doubts Apple’s allies voiced privately, they were in 
the end insu$cient to keep a large number of big companies from 
signing on to the cause. !
Dropbox’s general counsel, Ramsey Homsany, said in a statement, 
“We stand against the use of broad authorities to undermine the 
security of a company’s products.” !

Bruce Sewell, Apple’s general counsel, said in a statement, “We 
are humbled by the outpouring of support we’ve received from our 
customers, our colleagues in business, nonprofit organizations, the 
security community and many others.” He added, “The groups 
filing briefs with the court understand, as more and more people 
have come to realize, that this case is not about one phone — it is 
about the future and how we protect our safety and our privacy.” !
On Tuesday, Apple filed its formal objection to the government 

order to open up the iPhone, citing 
the reasons set forth in a previously filed motion. !
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Posted by top correspondents on March 5, 2016. tinyurl.com/
zzamcn6. © The New York Times Company.!
Competing Interests On Encryption Divide Top 
Obama O%cials  
By Michael D. Shear And David E. Sanger  
WASHINGTON — The intensifying legal battle over encryption 
between Apple and the Justice Department has all but obscured 
another more subtle division, the one inside the Obama 
administration itself. !
Driven by competing and sometimes clashing interests about 
privacy, national security and the economy, some of the 
president’s most senior aides are staking out a variety of positions 
on the issue. !
The White House denies there is disagreement over the e"ort to 
force Apple to break into the phone used by one of the terrorists in 
the San Bernardino, Calif., shootings, but the di"erences on how 
to deal with the broader questions raised by encryption have 
become increasingly apparent. !
The Federal Bureau of Investigation wants the ability to break into 
smartphones and computers for investigations. The Pentagon and 
intelligence o$cials worry that the same techniques could be used 
by foreign powers or hackers to drain data from phones used by 
the United States government, and that countries like China will 
demand the same access provided to American law enforcement 
o$cials. !
The conflicting positions were on display last week. On Tuesday, 
James B. Comey Jr., the director of the F.B.I., testified in Congress 
about the need for some kind of government action — he avoided 
the word “legislation” because the White House has specifically 
said it is not seeking that now — that would guarantee access to 
law enforcement, no matter how encryption technology evolves. !
Less than a day later, Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter, talking 
to technologists at an annual computer security conference in San 

Francisco, struck a very di"erent tone. “Data security, including 
encryption, is absolutely essential” to the Pentagon, he said. 
“None of our stu" works unless it’s connected.” He also warned 
against a legislative solution. !
A law “written in an atmosphere of anger or grief,” he said, is “not 
likely to be the right answer.” Later he drove home the point, 
saying “it would be better to work this out rather than have a law 
written.” And throughout his talk, Mr. Carter made it clear that he is 
more interested in securing data than prying into it. !
Administration o$cials insist the comments do not reflect serious 
internal disagreements about policy. They say, for example, that 
the Justice Department and F.B.I. also support strong encryption 
— with limits — while the heads of the intelligence agencies, 
responsible for securing government communications, understand 
the stresses on those investigating serious crimes. !
In a statement, the White House said on Friday that “our policy on 
encryption is clear.” But the policy it described delineated the 
di"ering positions rather than resolving them. !
“The United States government firmly supports the development 
and robust adoption of strong encryption, which is a key tool to 
secure commerce and trade, safeguard private information, 
promote free expression and association,” it said. “At the same 
time, encryption poses a grave challenge for our national security 
and law enforcement professionals.” !
But o$cials from the National Security Agency, the Department of 
Homeland Security and the Pentagon describe meetings in the 
White House Situation Room that go over the same territory, and in 
the end cannot find a middle ground. !
The arguments were touched o" two and a half years ago, with the 
revelations by Edward J. Snowden, the N.S.A. contractor, that the 
agency had gone to some lengths to undercut encryption. !
There was evidence — none confirmed, or discussed by the 
Obama administration — that the N.S.A. had gained access to the 
unencrypted communications of servers around the world owned 
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by Google and others to tap into foreign communications. There 
were suggestions that it had also tampered with the products of a 
foreign manufacturer of SIM cards, which go into every mobile 
telephone, to make it easier to intercept calls and emails. !
The issues were taken up by a presidential commission that 
included legal scholars and intelligence experts, like Michael J. 
Morell, the former deputy director of the C.I.A., and Richard A. 
Clarke, a former senior national security o$cial in the Clinton and 
Bush administrations who now works in cybersecurity. Their 
conclusion was unambiguous in opposing the building of so-called 
back doors for encrypted devices. !
The commission told President Obama that the United States 
government should “not in any way subvert, undermine, weaken or 
make vulnerable generally available commercial software,” and it 
urged more companies to adapt such systems. !
Last month, Admiral Michael S. Rogers, commander of the United 
States Cyber Command — the Pentagon’s digital arm, which both 
protects the Defense Department’s networks and conducts 
o"ensive action — as well as director of the N.S.A., echoed that 
view in remarks to the Atlantic Council. !
The view of Admiral Rogers, many experts say, may be a"ected by 
the fact that his agency has the best code-cracking capabilities in 
the world, and he does not need to make public what systems he 
is already inside. Because he cracks the codes of foreign 
adversaries (and more than a few allies), he does not need a 
warrant, as Mr. Comey does. And his agency’s less publicized job 
is securing the government’s most vital secrets. !
With more and more government communications relying on 
mobile devices, including a so-called hardened version of the 
iPhone and the iPad, the N.S.A. is also not interested in advertising 
to the world ways in which those devices can be defeated. !
So far Mr. Obama has fully backed legal e"orts by the F.B.I. to 
force Apple to help authorities unlock the iPhone of the San 
Bernardino terrorist, who was killed in the attack. But he has rarely 

spoken about the broader questions, and when asked recently, a 
senior administration o$cial said the White House still does not 
favor legislation to solve the issue. !
The encryption issue seems particularly acute at the State 
Department and the Commerce Department, both of which have 
their own sets of concerns. !
One of Hillary Clinton’s favorite pilot programs as secretary of 
state, accelerated during the 2011 Arab Spring crisis, was to equip 
dissidents and activists around the world with the “Internet in a 
suitcase,” devices to help communicate and evade censorship. !
But the system relies on encrypted conversations, to keep them 
away from Chinese state security or Egypt’s brutal internal police. 
Any e"ort to force Apple to break that encryption, several 
American o$cials said — insisting on anonymity because the 
administration is still debating these issues — would be replicated 
from Beijing to Cairo. !
Commerce Department o$cials have made the point that if 
Congress ultimately mandates that all encrypted products must be 
accessible to investigators, it will be a boon to foreign producers 
of encryption hardware and software. And there are a lot of them. !
Bruce Schneier, a cybersecurity expert, published a study recently 
that said there were “at least 865 hardware or software products 
incorporating encryption from 55 di"erent countries.” After the 
United States, Germany tops the list with 112. Most products, Mr. 
Schneier said recently, “are as good as what you would find in the 
United States.” !
Apple’s design is of particular concern to the F.B.I. because the 
encryption is automatic; users do not have to do a thing to make it 
work. As a recent Harvard study about the problem of “going dark” 
— when law enforcement can no longer get access to evidence 
because of technological advances — pointed out, the more times 
users have to manipulate the programs, the greater the 
opportunity for error. !
Which is exactly what the F.B.I. is hoping for. &
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Joel Santo Domingo posted the following article to pcmag.com. on 
February 17, 2015. tinyurl.com/cnst5bq. © Zi! Davis Enterprise 
Holdings Inc. He is the Lead Analyst for the Desktops team at PC 
Magazine Labs. 
SSD Vs. HDD: What's The Di"erence?  
By Joel Santo Domingo 
A hard drive is a hard drive, right? Not exactly. We lay out the 
di"erences between SSD and HDD storage to help you figure out 
which type is the best choice. !

Until recently, PC buyers had very little choice for what kind of file 
storage they got with their laptop, ultrabook, or desktop. If you 
bought an ultrabook or ultraportable, you likely had a solid-state 
drive (SSD) as the primary drive (C: on Windows, Macintosh HD on 
a Mac). Every other desktop or laptop form factor had a hard disk 
drive (HDD). Now, you can configure your system with either an 
HDD, SSD, or in some cases both. But how do you choose? We 
explain the di"erences between SSDs and HDDs, and walk you 
through the advantages and disadvantage of both to help you 
come to your decision. !

HDD and SSD Explained 

The traditional spinning hard drive (HDD) is the basic nonvolatile 
storage on a computer. That is, it doesn't "go away" like the data 
on the system memory when you turn the system o". Hard drives 
are essentially metal platters with a magnetic coating. That coating 
stores your data, whether that data consists of weather reports 
from the last century, a high-definition copy of the Star Wars 
trilogy, or your digital music collection. A read/write head on an 
arm accesses the data while the platters are spinning in a hard 
drive enclosure. !

An SSD does much the same job functionally (e.g., saving your 
data while the system is o", booting your system, etc.) as an HDD, 
but instead of a magnetic coating on top of platters, the data is 
stored on interconnected flash memory chips that retain the data 

even when there's no power present. The chips can either be 
permanently installed on the system's motherboard (like on some 
small laptops and ultrabooks), on a PCI/PCIe card (in some high-
end workstations), or in a box that's sized, shaped, and wired to 
slot in for a laptop or desktop's hard drive (common on everything 
else). These flash memory chips di"er from the flash memory in 
USB thumb drives in the type and speed of the memory. That's the 
subject of a totally separate technical treatise, but su$ce it to say 
that the flash memory in SSDs is faster and more reliable than the 
flash memory in USB thumb drives. SSDs are consequently more 
expensive than USB thumb drives for the same capacities. !

A History of HDDs and SSDs  

Hard-drive technology is relatively ancient (in terms of computer 
history, anyway). There are well-known pictures of the infamous 
IBM 350 RAMAC hard drive from 1956 that used fifty 24-inch-wide 
platters to hold a whopping 3.75MB of storage space. This, of 
course, is the size of an average 128Kbps MP3 file, in the physical 
space that could hold two commercial refrigerators. The IBM 350 
was only utilized by government and industrial users, and was 
obsolete by 1969. Ain't progress wonderful? The PC hard drive 
form factor standardized in the early 1980s, with the desktop-class 
5.25-inch form factor, and with the 3.5-inch desktop-class and 2.5-
inch notebook-class drives coming soon thereafter. The internal 
cable interface has changed from Serial to IDE to SCSI to SATA 
over the years, but it essentially does the same thing: connects the 
hard drive to the PC's motherboard so your data can be 
processed. Today's 2.5- and 3.5-inch drives use SATA interfaces 
almost exclusively (at least on most PCs and Macs). Capacities 
have grown from multiple megabytes to multiple terabytes, an 
increase of millions fold. Current 3.5-inch HDDs max out at 10TB, 
with 2.5-inch drives at 3TB max. !

The SSD has a much more recent history. There was always an 
infatuation with non-moving storage from the beginning of 
personal computing, with technologies like bubble memory 
flashing (pun intended) and dying in the 1970s and '80s. Current 
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flash memory is the logical extension of 
the same idea. The flash memory chips 
store your data and don't require 
constant power to retain that data. The 
first primary drives that we know as 
SSDs started during the rise of 
netbooks in the late 2000s. In 2007, the 
OLPC XO-1 used a 1GB SSD, and the 
Asus Eee PC 700 series used a 2GB 
SSD as primary storage. The SSD 
chips on low-end Eee PC units and the 
XO-1 were permanently soldered to the motherboard. As 
netbooks, ultrabooks, and other ultraportable laptop PCs became 
more capable, the SSD capacities increased, and eventually 
standardized on the 2.5-inch notebook form factor. This way, you 
could pop a 2.5-inch hard drive out of your laptop or desktop and 
replace it easily with an SSD. Other form factors emerged, like the 
mSATA miniPCIe SSD card, M.2 SSD, and the DIMM-like SSDs in 
the Apple MacBook Air, but today many SSDs are still built into the 
2.5-inch form factor. The 2.5-inch SSD capacity currently tops out 
at 4TB, but will undoubtedly grow as time goes by. !

Advantages and Disadvantages 

Both SSDs and HDDs do the same job: They boot your system, 
store your applications, and store your personal files. But each 
type of storage has its own unique feature set. The question is, 
what's the di"erence, and why would a user get one over the 
other? We break it down: !

Price: To put it bluntly, SSDs are more expensive than HDDs in 
terms of dollar per GB. For the same capacity and form factor 1TB 
internal 2.5-inch drive, you'll pay about $60 to $75 for an HDD, but 
as of this writing, an SSD doubles that to $130 to $150. That 
translates into 7 cents per gigabyte for the HDD and 14 cents per 
gigabyte for the SSD. Since HDDs are older, more established 
technologies, they will remain less expensive for the near future. 
Those extra hundreds may push your system price over budget. !

Maximum and Common Capacity: As seen above, SSD units top 
out at 4TB, but those are still very rare and expensive. You're more 
likely to find 500GB to 1TB units as primary drives in systems. 
While 500GB is considered a "base" hard drive in 2015, pricing 
concerns can push that down to 128GB for lower-priced SSD-
based systems. Multimedia users will require even more, with 1TB 
to 4TB drives as common in high-end systems. Basically, the more 
storage capacity, the more stu" (photos, music, videos, etc.) you 
can hold on your PC. While the (Internet) cloud may be a good 
place to share these files among your phone, tablet, and PC, local 
storage is less expensive, and you only have to buy it once. !

Speed: This is where SSDs shine. An SSD-equipped PC will boot 
in seconds, certainly under a minute. A hard drive requires time to 
speed up to operating specs, and will continue to be slower than 
an SSD during normal use. A PC or Mac with an SSD boots faster, 
launches apps faster, and has faster overall performance. Witness 
the higher PCMark benchmark scores on laptops and desktops 
with SSDs, plus the much higher scores and transfer times for 
external SSDs versus HDDs. Whether it's for fun, school, or 
business, the extra speed may be the di"erence between finishing 
on time or failing. !

Fragmentation: Because of their rotary recording surfaces, HDD 
surfaces work best with larger files that are laid down in 
contiguous blocks. That way, the drive head can start and end its 
read in one continuous motion. When hard drives start to fill up, 
large files can become scattered around the disk platter, which is 
otherwise known as fragmentation. While read/write algorithms 
have improved to the point that the e"ect is minimized, the fact of 
the matter is that HDDs can become fragmented, while SSDs 
don't care where the data is stored on its chips, since there's no 
physical read head. Thus, SSDs are inherently faster. !

Durability: An SSD has no moving parts, so it is more likely to 
keep your data safe in the event that you drop your laptop bag or 
your system is shaken about by an earthquake while it's operating. 
Most hard drives park their read/write heads when the system is 
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o", but they are flying over the drive platter at hundreds of miles an 
hour when they are in operation. Besides, even parking brakes 
have limits. If you're rough on your equipment, an SSD is 
recommended. !

Availability: Hard drives are simply more plentiful. Look at the 
product lists from Western Digital, Toshiba, Seagate, Samsung, 
and Hitachi, and you'll see many more HDD models than SSDs. 
For PCs and Macs, internal HDDs won't be going away 
completely, at least for the next couple of years. You'll also see 
many more HDD choices than SSDs from di"erent manufacturers 
for the same capacities. SSD model lines are growing in number, 
but HDDs are still in the majority for storage devices in PCs. !

Form Factors: Because HDDs rely on spinning platters, there is a 
limit to how small they can be manufactured. There was an 
initiative to make smaller 1.8-inch spinning hard drives, but that's 
stalled at about 320GB, since the phablet and smartphone 
manufacturers have settled on flash memory for their primary 
storage. SSDs have no such limitation, so they can continue to 
shrink as time goes on. SSDs are available in 2.5-inch laptop 
drive-sized boxes, but that's only for convenience. As laptops 
become slimmer and tablets take over as primary Web-surfing 
platforms, you'll start to see the adoption of SSDs skyrocket. !

&

Noise: Even the quietest HDD will emit a bit of noise when it is in 
use from the drive spinning or the read arm moving back and forth, 
particularly if it's in a system that's been banged about or in an all-
metal system where it's been shoddily installed. Faster hard drives 
will make more noise than slower ones. SSDs make virtually no 
noise at all, since they're non-mechanical. !

Overall: HDDs win on price, capacity, and availability. SSDs work 
best if speed, ruggedness, form factor, noise, or fragmentation 
(technically part of speed) are important factors to you. If it weren't 
for the price and capacity issues, SSDs would be the winner hands 
down. !

As far as longevity goes, while it is true that SSDs wear out over 
time (each cell in a flash memory bank has a limited number of 
times it can be written and erased), thanks to TRIM command 
technology built into SSDs that dynamically optimizes these read/
write cycles, you're more likely to discard the system for 
obsolescence before you start running into read/write errors. The 
possible exceptions are high-end multimedia users like video 
editors who read and write data constantly, but those users will 
need the larger capacities of hard drives anyway. Hard drives will 
eventually wear out from constant use as well, since they use 
physical recording methods. Longevity is a wash when it's 
separated from travel and ruggedness concerns. &
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com 
on February 17, 2016. tinyurl.com/hww65mr. © The Mac Observer, 
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, & Apple.  

Why You Can Use Modern SSDs For Apple Time 
Machine Backups  
By John Martellaro 

On Friday, I wrote about my plan to gradually 
replace my external spinning hard disks 
used for backups with external Solid State 
Disks using Flash memory (SSDs). "My 
Classic Hard Disks Are Spinning Right into 
the Graveyard." This is over and above the 
internal SSDs used for OS X on my Macs. I 
haven't purchased a Mac with an internal 
hard disk as the boot drive since 2009. !
This is still a very good idea (for me), but in 
the process of writing the article, I glossed 

over some technical considerations that come into play. You 
should know about them. Here they are. !
1. Supplier a%rmation. I asked Other World Computing, the 
maker of the Envoy Pro EX that I already use, about its applicability 
for use with Apple's Time Machine app. That's a particularly 
stressing situation because Time Machine backs up hourly. Here's 
what the OWC tech people wrote me. (The "as well" text below 
refers to also using them as boot drives for OS X.) !
The Envoy Pro EX will work fine as a Time Machine back up as 
well. The write cycle limits on drives nowadays are so high it 
doesn’t make a di"erence. Time Machine is not going to wear the 
drive out to a point where the end user should be concerned about 
the drive life being a"ected significantly. !

2. Published Endurance Tests. Back in 2013, the Tech Report 
published a detailed report entitled: "Introducing the SSD 
Endurance Experiment Just how long do they last, anyway?" !
The article explains, in detail, how the Flash memory works and 
why it fails over time. And they all do. (But so do hard disks.) This 
is known as write cycle limits. For technical reasons, explained in 
the article, SSDs literally wear out. Some relevant quotes are as 
follows. !
Clearly, many factors a"ect SSD endurance. Perhaps that's why 
drive makers are so conservative with their lifespan estimates. 
Intel's 335 Series 240 GB is rated for 20 GB of writes per day for 
three years, which works out to just under 22 TB of total writes. If 
we assume modest write amplification and a 3,000-cycle write/
erase tolerance for the NAND, this class of drive should handle 
hundreds of terabytes of flash writes. !
Manufacturers use several di"erent technologies to o"set the 
inherent weaknesses of SSDs. The article continues.... !
To o"set this block-rewrite penalty, the TRIM command and 
garbage collection routines combine to move data around in the 
flash, ensuring a fresh supply of empty pages for incoming writes. 
Meanwhile, wear-leveling routines distribute writes and relocate 
static data to spread destructive cycling more evenly across the 
flash cells.... SSD makers tune their algorithms to minimize write 
amplification and to make the most e$cient use of the flash's 
limited endurance. They also lean on increasingly advanced signal 
processing and error correction to read the flash more reliably. 
Some SSD vendors devote more of the flash to overprovisioned 
spare area that's inaccessible to the OS but can be used to 
replace blocks that have become unreliable and must be retired. 
SandForce goes even further, employing on-the-fly compression to 
minimize the flash footprint of host writes. !
(Note that this test was done with now obsolete SSDs acquired in 
the summer of 2013, almost three years ago.) !
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A lifetime of hundreds of terabytes written is exactly what the 
testing bore out. However, after about a petabyte of data was 
written, just about every drive had failed. And so the trade-o" is 
the following: !
"Given the current cost of external SSDs and their lifetimes, is it 
cost-e"ective and technically realistic in 2016 to phase out one's 
hard disks?" That's a question that each user has to answer. As for 
me, I'm going to bet that by the time my 2016 SSDs fail in 2019, 
the replacement cost will be very palatable. !
3. Forensics. SSDs store their data electrically, in a fashion that 
isn't amendable to customary data recovery tools. Once an SSD 
fails, it's literally a black box. On the other hand, there are some 
instances in which the failure of a hard disk makes it possible for 
data recovery services to extract a subset of the data in the drive. 
It's expensive, but it can be done. !
Accordingly, there may be some enterprise applications in which 
high quality, relatively less expensive hard disks are the better 
choice. !
4. Redundancy, Cost and Optimization. Every article I've ever read 
about Apple's Time Machine suggests that it not be the only 
backup you have of your boot drive. That includes my own advice. 
"Why Apple’s Time Machine Utterly Fails User Needs." In my own 
case, I also back up my Mac three times a week to a 240 GB SSD 
with Prosoft's Data Backup 3. These are only the files that have 
changed or been added. !
And so I have a trade-o". One (planned) SSD will have Time 
Machine updates every hour but it will wear out sooner than the 
SSD that has Data Backup 3 updates performed only three times a 
week. Finally, I do a Carbon Copy Cloner backup to a hard disk, 
because I have one handy, every few weeks, just to be sure. !
Ano so, as you can see, a backup strategy has to be multi-tiered. 
One could argue that it makes sense to reverse the logic of what 
I've casually started with and replace backup destinations that are 
least often updated with SSDs and use cheap HDDs, updated 

every hour, for Time Machine. That's a safe, low cost way to go. 
(But not for me; I like to push the limits.) !
The bottom line, however, is that if it suits your backup plan, a 
major supplier confirms that modern SSDs will work just fine as 
external backup destinations, even with hourly updates in Time 
Machine. Just be prepared with a multi-tiered backup strategy and 
be prepared to replace the SSDs when they eventually fail. !

John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com 
on February 12, 2016. tinyurl.com/jkw6ggw. © The Mac Observer, 

My Classic Hard Disks Are Spinning Right Into The 
Graveyard 
By John Martellaro 
As the technology of SSDs develops and capacities grow, the 
lower capacity drives will become very, very a"ordable. See for 
example, this article that launched my new plan. " Watch out, hard 
disks! Solid state drives will soon store more data."!
This is happening in two stages. First, I have seen the community 
of Mac users steadily replacing the boot drives in their Macs with 
SSDs (or direct Flash memory). This started first on the MacBook 
Air and is now common on iMacs. I first did this in 2010 when I 
paid an extra US$400 to have a 256 GB SSD in my new 27-inch 
iMac instead of a terrabyte spinning hard disk. Every Mac I've 
owned since has booted from a solid state drive.!
If you're curious, I have leapfrogged Apple's Fusion drives. I've 
never even thought about using one.!
Along the way, however, it has been more cost e"ective to buy 
cheap hard disk storage for backups in concert with Apple's Time 
Machine and other backup tools like Carbon Copy Cloner (CCC). 
Also, in order to o'oad the typically small internal SSD in my 
Macs, it has made sense to put large files, such as virtual machine 
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files, on an external spinning disk and back that up to, you 
guessed it, another spinning hard disk.!
However, even this is changing. Last year, I bought my first SSD as 
a backup device. It's the Other World Computing Envoy Pro EX. 
On an experimental basis, I paid about $200 for a 240 GB model 
that can completely back up my Mac Pro's internal storage. I use 
Prosoft's Data Backup 3 for that task. Every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, I back up the entire internal storage of the Mac Pro. I 
use CCC as well, but to a spinning hard disk. And Time Machine 
backups also go to a low cost USB 3, 3 TB hard disk.GB).!
In 2016, I expect that to 
change. In the not too distant 
future, I expect to use one of 
these Envoy EXs as my Time 
Machine drive. The eventual 
goal is to get rid of all spinning 
hard disks in the household 
except the ones in my Synology 
RAID unit.!
Not only are these USB 3 
Envoy Pro EX SSDs very small 
and light, but they're also bus 
powered and very quiet. No 
more power bricks on the floor 
for desktop hard disks.!
I adm i t , t h i s i s a f a i r l y  
aggressive plan, but it's a 
good plan. I suspect I'll be 
able to buy 500 GB of high 
quality SSD storage in June 
of 2016 for, perhaps, $250.!
And then, with a smile on my face and a chill in my spine, I'll retire 
my last Time Machine drive as a spinning, magnetic hard disk. I'm 
sure there will be a feeling of nostalgia, just like I've had for those 

VHS tapes in the basement. And that'll be the graveyard for my 
hard disks as well.!
Follow along with me in 2016 as I report on my spinless 
adventures.!
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Tom Nelson updated the following article to about.com on 
November 24, 2015. tinyurl.com/hok972u. © About.com. He is a 
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and 
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product 
reviews. 
iCloud Drive: Features And Costs  
iCloud Drive Debuts With the Release of OS X Yosemite  
By Tom Nelson 

The iCloud service 
was Apple's answer 
t o c l o u d - b a s e d 
computing. It o"ered 
w a y s t o s y n c 
content between 
M a c s a n d i O S 
devices, and use 
cloud-based apps, 
s u c h a s P a g e s , 
N u m b e r s , a n d 
K e y n o t e , n o t t o 
m e n t i o n M a i l , 

Contacts, and Calendar. But iCloud has always lacked general-
purpose storage. !
Sure, you can store files related to specific apps, provided the app 
developer enabled this feature. That's because Apple envisioned 
iCloud as an app-centric service. !
Its intention was for iCloud-aware apps to provide access to the 
storage service of iCloud. This would allow users to easily create, 
edit, and store, for example, a Pages document in the cloud, and 
then access that Pages document from anywhere, with any 
platform that had Pages available. !
What Apple didn't seem to realize is that real Mac users have tons 
of files that weren't created by iCloud-aware apps, and that these 
files could benefit from iCloud storage as much as files created by 
iCloud-enabled apps do. !

iCloud Drive Brings Back iDisk  
If you’re an old hand at using Macs, you may remember iDisk, 
Apple's original take on storing files in the cloud. iDisk used the 
Finder to mount a virtual drive on your Mac's desktop; the virtual 
drive provided access to any files you stored on Apple's cloud 
service, which went by the name of MobileMe. !
iCloud Drive isn't a direct copy of iDisk; think of it as being inspired 
by the older cloud-based storage system rather than duplicating it. 
iCloud Drive will take up residence in a Finder window's sidebar as 
yet another Favorites place in your Mac's file system. !
Selecting the iCloud Drive icon will open the Finder window to the 
data you have stored in iCloud. Applications that are iCloud-aware 
will have dedicated folders on the drive, so expect to see folders 
for Keynotes, Pages, and Numbers. !
Apple will probably also add a few general-purpose folders for 
Photos, Music, and Videos. But unlike the older iCloud service, 
you'll be free to create your own folders, as well as move files 
around; in essence, you'll be able to use iCloud Drive as just 
another place to store your data. !
If you would like to get a taste of what iCloud Drive will be like, you 
can use our guide to Using iCloud for Data Storage to enable a 
basic iCloud Drive-like service from your current iCloud account 
with OS X Mountain Lion or OS X Mavericks. !
iCloud Drive Cost  
Apple will o"er multiple storage tiers with iCloud Drive, starting 
with the free 5 GB level. This hasn't changed from previous iCloud 
storage limits, but once you move beyond the free 5 GB, you'll pay 
monthly or annual storage fees. !
Here's the surprising part: the fee structure is not only competitive 
with other cloud storage services, it's actually a bit cheaper. !
Comparing the cost of the new iCloud Drive service with three of 
Apple's primary competitors in drive storage reveals a decent cost 
saving with iCloud Drive, assuming one of the defined package 
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levels meets your needs. Apple has said that a 1 TB option for 
iCloud Drive will be available, but so far, it hasn't revealed the 
price. !
Let's take a look at iCloud Drive; all fees are current as of February 
21, 2015 . !

&

Although we list storage costs by the year, many cloud storage 
providers o"er service on a monthly basis as well. In some cases, 
it's slightly cheaper in the long run to pay an annual fee than a 
monthly one, but not always. Be sure to check the cloud storage 
service provider's web site for complete details about cost and 
service. !
Some of the other vendors o"er slightly more free storage space, 
but so far, in the tiers Apple is competing in, it o"ers the lowest 
cost. !
Apple's iCloud Drive, which will be available sometime this fall with 
the release of OS X Yosemite, brings back features and services 
that many Mac users expected from the day iCloud replaced 
MobileMe. The new iCloud Drive o"ers both the basic storage of 
the old iDisk system, and the clever and easy-to-use app-centric 
file handling system of the current iCloud service. In the end, it 
looks like iCloud Drive is going to be a winner for OS X Yosemite. !
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Leo A. Notenboom updated the following article to askleo.com on 
May 7, 2011. tinyurl.com/gsg32wc. Using computers since 1976 
he “retired" in 2001 after 18 years at Microsoft and started Ask 
Leo! in 2003 to answer to common computer & technical 
questions.!
What’s The Di"erence Between i3, i5, And i7 
Processors?  
By Leo Notenboom 
Intel's Core i3, i5, and i7 processors present a headache-inducing 
combination of characteristics. I'll look at what matters and then 
dig a little deeper. !

I was looking at some ads for various computers and noticed some 
confusing"CPU info. For example: 

# •# Acer desktop with i5-650 @ 3.2GHz 
# •# SYX Gamer desktop with i7-950 @ 3.06GHz 
# •# Sony Vaio laptop with i7-740QM @ 1.73GHz 

I always thought an i7 was better than an i5, which was better than 
an i3." Based on the above, is the Acer CPU better (as in more 
powerful, e$cient, and" faster) than either of the i7s? And why 
would one i7 (the SYX) be about 75%" faster and more powerful 
than the Sony i7?  

To call it confusing only scratches the surface of the 
processor%nomenclature and configuration. In my opinion, it’s more 
complex than mere%mortals can comprehend. !
Sadly, I am but a mere mortal. !
However, I will share my priorities, which the average consumer 
may share%when selecting a computer. In so doing, I’m sure I’ll 
annoy some of the geekier members of my%audience.  !
I’ll also look at a few more things about% the processor 
configuration%mix, and compare the three processors you list. !

My take on what matters  

For the average consumer, I focus processor selection on 
three%things: cores, cycles, and cost. !
Cores  

You’ve probably heard the term “core” being% thrown about quite 
liberally. !
In a nutshell, a core is the working part of a%processor: the CPU or 
Central Processing Unit. Think of it as your computer’s engine.%The 
CPU is the part that% actually does stu" by following the 
instructions of the computer program that%it’s running. !
These days, most processors have more than one core or CPU on 
a single chip% or package. This means the processor can quite 
literally do two to% four things at the same time. In a dual core 
processor, there are two%CPUs. Thus, it can process two sets of 
instructions at the same time. A quad%core has four CPUs. !
In Should% I get a dual core or a quad core processor?, I 
recommend that you should get at least a dual core processor. 
There’s no reason to get a single-core processor any more, and in 
fact, I believe single-core processors are di$cult to find these 
days. !
Cycles  

By cycles, I mean the megahertz or 
gigahertz (MHz or%GHz) measurement 
associated with a processor. This 
measures the% raw speed of the 
processor. !
While often limited by other reasons, a 
3.0Ghz%processor is roughly twice as 
fast as a 1.5Ghz processor. One 
gigahertz represents a processor’s 
ability to perform% a billion – 1,000,000,000 – operations per 
second1, and a megahertz is 1000 times less, or one million 
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operations per second.%Thus, an older% 500Mhz processor would 
be%considered one third the speed of a 1.5Ghz processor. !
It’s easy to fall into the “I want as much speed as I can get” 
trap.%However, raw CPU speed plays only a small role in common 
tasks, like web surfing, video playing, emailing, and the like. You’d 
be% hard pressed to notice the di"erence between a 1.5Ghz 
processor compared to%3.0Ghz, if web surfing is%all you do. !
On the other hand, if you regularly perform%CPU-intensive tasks, 
like video creation, desktop gaming, or other computationally 
heavy%operations, you might well notice. !
Naturally, it’s safest to get more than you need, but only within the 
limits%of the next criterion. !
Cost  

The absolute fastest, most capable processors are% typically 
significantly more expensive than models that are only slightly less 
capable. !
For example, on one random machine I examined, the di"erence 
between a 2.93Ghz and 3.06Ghz version of the same processor 
was roughly 10% the price% of the entire machine: a 10% cost 
increase for less than a 5% increase in speed.% I’d be shocked if 
you’d ever notice the di"erence. !
The same goes for the number of cores. Technically, four cores are 
twice as fast%as two, although other limitations – the ability of your 
software to even use more than one core, for instance – make that 
a rarity. If the quad upgrade is%comparatively inexpensive, it’s an 
easy one to take. As the incremental upgrade% cost rises, the 
choice becomes less obvious. !
Only you know your budget and your needs. When presented with 
var ious% opt ions in speed, compare% the percentage 
performance%gain that you might get to the cost. !
I have to stress that my comments are directed at the 
average" consumer. Clearly, if your needs dictate that you need 

more cores, you need the most%cycles. If% you’re not sensitive to 
expense, you might well%have%di"erent considerations. !
And, if you are that average consumer, it’s pretty safe to stop 
reading here.%In my opinion, you have the basics of what you need 
to decide the configuration of%your next%computer. !
Other processor di"erences  

There are many other factors that come into play besides 
cores,%cycles, and cost. !
Cache  

Traditionally, a processor reads instruction from RAM% one at a 
time.% Processors have been getting faster and faster, but the 
speed of% RAM hasn’t always kept pace. To compensate, 
processors “cache”, loading blocks of RAM% into faster on-chip 
memory. !
How CPU caching works is the stu" of both doctoral% theses and 
nightmares; I don’t have the first and I don’t want the 
second.%Su$ce it to say that bigger is generally better, and one of 
the di"erences% between processors, even within the same “i” 
family, is the size of the cache that%it uses. !
Power  

A faster processor uses more power. That%part%is pretty simple, but 
it’s at odds with extending battery life in%portable%computers. !
Many variants of%processors are built%to use less power at the cost 
of some of the%processor’s other features. For example, it might 
operate more slowly, or lack other processor%features. !
Other Features  

Other variations in processors include the%type of socket used on 
the motherboard, the bus%(electrical interface used to%connect the 
CPU to the other components on the motherboard), on-chip 
circuitry to%perform graphics operations, the maximum amount of 
RAM the processor is%configured to accept, and probably more. !
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As you can see, there are a wide variety of combinations, which 
result in an%incredibly wide variety of processors. !
OK, but what about the i-mess?  

Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as i7s being better than i5s, which 
are%better than i3s. You’ll note that I ignored the whole i-mess in 
the discussion above. Unless you’re a serious gamer or someone 
who really needs to tweak% every ounce of whatever out of your 
system, the whole processor nomenclature is%fairly irrelevant. (This 
is where the hardware folks’ heads explode. ) I just%can’t advocate 
the average consumer taking the time to understand it%all. !
If we do dive in just a little, the first thing to realize is that i3, i5, or 
i7% isn’t enough to identify all the characteristics of the processor. 
You really%do need the whole processor model number, as you’ve 
provided. To be honest, I%still can’t tell you what makes an i3 an i3 
versus an i7. There’s a complex% combination of features and 
technologies that go into the mix. !
So, let’s look at some basic characteristics of your three examples.!

(Specs are from Intel’s specific product data sheets: i7-950, 
i7-740QM, i5-650. Cost is “Release Price”, per assorted%Wikipedia 
articles on Intel%processors. This is not meant to be accurate. It’s 
provided for%comparison.) !
So, yes, that i5-650 is “faster” in GHz, but it has half as many 
cores as% the i7s. (Nope, not all i7s are quad core. It wouldn’t be 
that%simple, but the two that you mention happen to be). !
The i7-740QM is clearly designed for the mobile market, given 
its%significantly lower power consumption, which is probably due 
to its slower speed. (The% trailing “M” in the CPU identifier is, 
indeed, an indicator that the processor% is intended for the mobile 
market.) !

Which is better? !
That depends on how you define “better”. !
Among these three processors, the i7-740QM is probably a better 
choice for a% laptop if you plan to run on batteries frequently. The 
i7-950 might make for a%good workhorse desktop machine, and 
you might find the i5-650 in a lower-end desktop. !
But I use “probably” and “might” on purpose. The devil, as they 
say, is in%the details. !
And I’ll bet that even he has a headache by now. !
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November 12 ( Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus!
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( ( ( Show & Tell & Election of O$cers!
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Daniel Nations updated the following article on about.com on 
January 29, 2016. tinyurl.com/npvfphx. © About.com. He has been 
writing, programming and following technology since back in the 
Commodore Vic 20 days.!
Basic iPad Troubleshooting Tips - Fix Problems 
Yourself 
By Daniel Nations 

The iPad is a great device, but 
occas iona l l y, we a l l run in to 
problems. But a problem with your 
iPad doesn't have to mean a trip to 
the nearest Apple store or a phone 
call to tech support. In fact, most 
iPad problems can be solved by 
following a few basic troubleshooting 
tips. % !
Trouble with an app? Close it! !

Did you know the iPad keeps apps running even after you close 
them? %This allows apps like the Music app to continue playing 
music from the selected playlist even after you launch another 
app. !
%Unfortunately, this can actually lead to some problems. If you are 
having problems with a specific app, the first thing you should do 
is close the app completely and relaunch it. % !
You can close an app by pressing the home button twice in a row. 
This will bring up a list of the most recently opened apps at the 
bottom of the screen. !
Read%More on Quitting or Closing Apps!

When in doubt, reboot the iPad...  

The oldest troubleshooting tip in the book is to simply reboot the 
device. This works with desktop PCs, laptops, smartphones, 
tablets and almost any device that runs on a computer chip. !
If you are having a problem with an app and closing it doesn't fix 
the problem, or if you are having any other type of problem, try 
rebooting the iPad. This will clear out the available memory used 
by applications and give the iPad a fresh start, which should help 
with whatever problem you are facing. !
You can reboot the iPad by holding down the Sleep/Wake button 
on the upper rim of the iPad. This will bring up a slider that will let 
you power o" the iPad. Once it is powered down, simply press the 
Sleep/Wake button again to turn the iPad back on. !
Read More on Rebooting the iPad!

Is the app constantly freezing?  

There is no cure for an app that misbehaves based on bugs in the 
programming, but sometimes, a misbehaving app has simply 
become corrupted. !
If your problem centers around a single app and following the 
steps above doesn't solve the problem, you might be able to solve 
the problem with a fresh install of the app. !
Once you download an app from the app store, you can always 
download it again for free. (You can even download it to other iOS 
devices so long as they are set up on the same iTunes account.) 
This even works if you downloaded the app during a "free 
download" period and the app now has a price tag. !
This means you can safely delete an app and download it again 
from the app store. There's even a tab in the app store that will 
show you all of your purchases, so you can locate the app easily. !
Remember: if the app in question actually stores data, that data 
will be deleted. That means if you are using a spreadsheet like 
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Pages, your spreadsheets will be deleted if you remove the app. 
This is true for word processors, task list managers, etc. Always 
back up your data before performing this step. !
Read More on How to Delete an App!

Trouble getting connected?  

Did you know most problems with getting connected to the 
Internet can be solved by simply moving closer to your router or 
simply rebooting the iPad? Unfortunately, this doesn't solve every 
problem with getting connected. But the basic troubleshooting 
step of rebooting the device can be applied to your Internet 
connection by rebooting the router. !
The router is what runs your wireless home network. It is a small 
box installed by your Internet provider that usually has a lot of 
lights on it with wires connected in the back. You can reboot the 
router by simply turning it o" for several seconds and then turning 
it back on again. This will cause the router to go out and connect 
to the Internet again, which can solve the problem you are having 
with your iPad. !
Remember, if you reboot the router, everyone in your household 
will lose their Internet connection, even if they aren't using a 
"wireless" connection. (If they are on the desktop computer, they 
could be connected to the router with a network cable.) So it might 
be a good idea to warn everyone first! !
Read More onTroubleshooting Internet Problems!

How to Fix Specific Problems with the iPad:  

Sometimes, basic troubleshooting isn't enough to fix a problem. % 
Here is a list of articles dedicated to specific problems. !
( ( My iPad is Frozen!
( ( My iPad Won't Charge!
( ( My iPad is Disabled!

( ( My iPad Won't Rotate!
( ( My iPad is Zoomed In!
( ( My iPad Won't Connect to iTunes!
( ( My iPad is Stuck at the Apple Logo!
( ( My iPad Keeps Asking for My iCloud Password!
( ( My iPad Keeps Asking for My Apple ID Password!
( ( My iPad is Typing on Its Own And Behaving Erratically !

How to Contact Apple Support:  

Before contacting Apple Support, you may want to check if your 
iPad is still under warranty. %The standard Apple warranty grants 90 
days of technical support and a year of limited hardware 
protection. % The AppleCare+ program grants two years of both 
technical and hardware support. %  You can call Apple support 
at%1-800-676-2775. !
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NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Mac-
related application, hardware, book, accessory, or training 
package, all you have to do is review them for the MLMUG 
Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our 
Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s 
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review 
copy. You keep what you review.!
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Andy O’Donnell updated the following article on about.com on 
May 04, 2015. tinyurl.com/hbngbxv. © about.com. He is a senior 
security engineer & analyst who has focused the last 13 years 
developing, managing, auditing, and securing systems. 
How The Heck Did They Get My Password 
   They cracked my password, but how? 
 By Andy O'Donnell  
Your account has been hacked! This realization sends your blood 
pressure through the roof and you feel sick to your stomach. Your 
immediate first thought: how the heck did they get MY password? 
This thought is followed by, what have they done with it, and how 
much damage are they doing right now?!
The answer to those questions can be found in our article, but 
right now, let's focus on how we got to this point.!
Here Are Several Methods That The Bad Guys May Have Used 
Password: 

1. Data Breaches 

It may not even be your fault. One way a hacker may have 
obtained your password is via a massive corporate data breach. 
Unfortunately, data breaches have become a fact of life these 
days. It seems like every other day there is some news story about 
a large corporation falling victim to a hack attack resulting in the 
exposure of customer information, oftentimes including 
passwords.!
As soon as you hear about a data breach possibly involving one of 
your accounts you should take immediate action.!
One of the first steps you should take is to change the password 
on your a"ected account immediately after the organization 
a"ected by the breach says its safe to change your password.!
For more tips on what to do if you've been a"ected by a data 
breach Check out our in-depth article on the topic: Advice For 
Data Breach Victims.!

2. Your Password Was Too Simple 

Sometimes a password that is too simple can be a hacker's way 
into your account. Hackers can use brute force cracking tools, 
password dictionary tools, and other means to obtain your 
password. The simpler your password, the shorter time it will take 
to crack your password.!
Review these tips for Creating a Strong Password, and learn more 
about password cracking in our article on Password Cracking With 
Rainbow Tables.!
3. Sni%ng Your Network Tra%c (Evil Twin Hotspot or by Other 
Means) 

So you're at the co"ee shop surfing the Internet on your notebook 
minding your own business, what you don't realize is that hackers 
may be listening in on all of your network tra$c.!
Another method hackers obtain passwords is by setting up phony 
Wi-Fi hotspots in public areas.!
These hotspots, known as Evil Twins may be given the same name 
as a legitimate hotspot in hopes that victims will mistakenly 
connect to it instead of the real one. Once connected to the Evil 
Twin hotspot, hackers can eavesdrop on the data stream and 
potentially intercept passwords without victims even knowing it.!
4. Cracked Wi-Fi 

If your Wi-Fi network password isn't complex enough, then you 
might have it cracked by Wi-Fi Hackers. If you're using outdated 
wireless encryption such as the highly-crackable Wired Equivalent 
Privacy (WEP) encryption, then there is a very strong chance that 
your network could be "owned" in a matter of minutes.!
Cracking WEP has become a trivial task thanks to freely available 
WEP cracking tools that are available on the Internet for anyone to 
download.!
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Additionally, your network's name or SSID can be a security risk as 
well. You should make sure that you're not using a default network 
name or a common one. To learn the reasons why this is a bad 
thing, read our article: Is Your Wireless Network Name a Security 
Risk.!

Andy O’Donnell posted the following article to about.com. 
tinyurl.com/j5dv7ld. © about.com.!

Advice For Data Breach Victims 
Because the apology letter doesn't make you feel any better!
By Andy O'Donnell  

You just received a letter in the 
mail or an email from some 
organization or company stating 
that your personal data has been 
involved in a data breach. They 
usually o"er some kind of apology 
along with an explanation of the 
basics of what occurred, but they 
can't promise you that everything 
will be OK because oftentimes, 
they don't really know where your 
data has gone to.!

Some breach apology letters advise you to monitor your credit 
record, but sometimes no sound advice is o"ered at all. The words 
"we're sorry" are of little consolation when your personal data is 
circulating on the virtual black market, being bought and sold by 
cybercriminals.!

What Should you do to Protect Yourself if Your Personal Data 
is Involved in a Data Breach? 

1. Change Your Passwords Immediately 

One of the first things you should do after a data breach 
notification is to change your password for the a"ected accounts. 
Most companies who su"er a data breach will make this 
mandatory, but some may not.!

Even if the organization or company a"ected by the breach says 
that your password was not a"ected, it is probably a good idea to 
choose a new strong password anyway.!

If the data breach a"ected your email provider, you will not only 
want to change your email password, but you will also want to 
change the passwords of any accounts that you have ever 
registered with using that email address because if someone broke 
into your email account, they may have tried to compromise your 
other accounts by using the password reset via email option on 
those accounts.!

2. Contact Your Bank / Credit Card Company (for the a"ected 
cards) 
Your bank needs to know about the data breach as soon as you 
know. They will likely place a fraud alert on your accounts and they 
may want to issue you new cards to replace the a"ected ones.!

3. Take Advantage of any Free Identity Theft Prevention 
Service O"ered by the Organization That was Breached. 
It seems to be a trend that companies a"ected by a data breach 
often o"er victims 12 months of identity theft protection from 
companies such as LifeLock, Identity Guard, or similar services.!

They don't have to o"er it, but many do as a way to try to make 
things right. If they don't o"er this service in their apology letter, 
contact them and request that they provide it for free. The squeaky 
wheel often gets the grease.!

4. Consider Filing a Fraud Victim Statement / Extended Fraud 
Alert with the 3 Major Credit Bureaus 
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A fraud alert filed with the 3 major credit bureaus helps post a 'red 
flag' in your credit file that will hopefully be seen by the lender who 
the identity thief is trying to get credit with using your stolen 
personal information. There is always a chance that the lender 
might miss or ignore this fraud note, but at least it serves as a 
warning which might make them think twice before giving the 
imposter an account in your name.!

5 . C o n s i d e r 
R e q u e s t i n g a 
Security Freeze on 
Y o u r C r e d i t 
Reporting 
Criminals who obtain 
personal information 
often due so for the 
purpose of obtaining 
lines of credit and 
loans in your name.!

I f your Persona l l y 
Identifiable Information (PII), such as your Social Security Number, 
birthdate, home address, etc, were compromised, then you will 
definitely want to contact the major credit bureaus to place a fraud 
alert on your credit reporting. You may also want to consider 
requesting a security freeze.!

Security Freezes have pros and cons which you should be aware 
of before you request one. See Should You Freeze Your Credit 
Report?  before you go forward with a freeze.!

6. Keep a Close Eye on Your Accounts 
After a data breach, especially one involving your financial 
institution, you will definitely want to keep a close eye out for 
suspicious activity by reviewing your day-to-day transactions on a 

regular basis. If your bank o"ers account alert notifications (by text 
or email) for transactions over a certain amount or for when funds 
in your account dip below a set amount, you should consider 
enabling them so that you will be notified if someone is attempting 
to drain your account. Report any suspicious activity to your bank 
immediately.!

) !
Holly Reich posted the following article to techlicious.com on 
January 18, 2016. tinyurl.com/z3k8eyd. © Techlicious.LLC She is a 
journalist who writes on cars, travel and lifestyle. 
What You Need To Know Before Buying A Drone 
By Holly Reich 
Drones are “the next big thing” for hobbyists, as they quite literally 
and figuratively take o". Once limited to professional use for tasks 
like military covert operations and firefighting, unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAV) are now being produced at prices that bring them 
into the reach of the everyday enthusiast, and are becoming 
increasingly popular for recreational use.!
The Consumer Technology Association expects “the U.S. market 
will approach 105-million-dollars in revenue in 2015 (increasing by 
more than 52 percent from 2014) with unit sales expected to 
approach 700,000, an increase of 63 percent,” says Laura 
Hubbard, Senior Manager of Industry Communications for the 
Association. And research forecasts from the group say the global 
market for drones could reach 300-million-dollars by the year 
2018.!
You can see why drone sales are exploding from the beautiful 
video by O'Sullivan Studios, which showcases the power of drone 
aerial photography to transform the everyday into something 
special.!
However, the outlook for drones is not entirely rosy. Recreational 
drones are making headlines for creating airport hazards, services 
and endangering people’s lives. And in order to keep better tabs 
on all of these new unmanned aircraft, the U.S. Administration 
(FAA) is now requiring owners register their drones.!
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So what should you know before buying a drone? We talked to 
industry experts and pros that use drones to find out.!
What Type of Drone Should You Purchase? 
Steve Cohen, an Educator at Bergen County, New Jersey 
Technical Schools, Applied Technology High School, advises 
novices to buy a Micro Drone first. That’s a drone that can 
essentially fit in your palm or pocket. You can test it inside your 
home and you can easily find models for less than 100 dollars.!
Cohen explains, “The micro-drones are not suitable for outdoor 
flight—they are purely intended for operators to become more 
proficient in operating drones. Once you get into the $600 price 
point and a weight range of 2-4 pounds (with safety features like 
geo-fencing and return to home), you can start taking your aircraft 
to higher altitudes.”!
The controls for micro-drones are basically the same as larger 
drones, however you are likely not getting the safety features and 
other bells and whistles, which can include GPS and video 
downlinks to tablets and smartphones.!
“Learning to work with a smaller drone will help you man a larger, 
more expensive and more fully featured complex model,” adds 
Cohen.!
For example, you could 
start o" purchasing this 
inexpensive and tiny 0.53-
ounce Cheerson CX-10c 
($34.99 on techlicious.com) 
with a flight time of about 4 
minutes and an SD (0.3MP) 
onboard camera or the 
0.53-ounce Hubsan H107C
+ H D ( $ 8 9 . 9 9 o n 
techlicious.com) with a flight 
time of about 7 minutes and 
an onboard HD camera. 

Neither of these drones require registration.!
O n c e y o u ’ v e 
e s t a b l i s h e d y o u r 
comfo r t l eve l and 
worked on your flying 
ability, you may then 
w a n t t o c o n s i d e r 
options in larger sizes 
and price tags. For 
instance, the medium-
sized 2.68-pound DJI 
Phantom 3 Standard 
($499 on Amazon) has a 
flying time of up to 25 
minutes and an on-
b o a r d , s t a b i l i z e d 
camera that can stream 
HD video back to the operator and take 12MP stills. The 3.3-
pound 3DR Solo Drone Quadcopter ($999 on Amazon) has a flying 
time of up to 25 minutes and advanced operational features like 
follow me, orbit (for circling an object), selfie (for keeping you in the 
picture as it flies) and safety net, which ensures your drone stays 
below the maximum height allowed by the FAA (400 feet). You'll 
need to supply your own compatible GoPro HERO3+ ($227.15 on 
Amazon) or HERO4 (starting at $199.99 on Amazon) action 
camera.!
In general, the more expensive, larger drones are tooled with 
everything from 3-D mapping and videography to search and 
rescue maps. The good news is that while larger, heavier and more 
technical, they can be easier to operate.!
Recently, manufacturers, including DJI and 3DR, have started work 
on integrating maps into drones that can be updated in real time 
with no-fly zones, allowing for geo-fencing and the creation of 
virtual boundaries. So if there were an emergency, drone operators 
would know how to avoid temporary no-fly zones.!
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The Cheerson CX-10c weighs just 
0.53 ounces and takes 0.3MP 
pictures and SD video. 

The DJI Phantom 3 Standard flies for 
25 minutes, weighs 2.68 pounds and 
records HD video.
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Do You Need to Register Your Drone? 

As of December 21, 2015, owners of a drone weighing more than 
0.55 pounds and less than 55 pounds, including accessories like 
on-board cameras, must register their drone with the FAA. To 
register, you must be 13 years of age or older and a U.S. citizen or 
legal permanent resident. It costs just $5 and registrations entered 
before midnight EST on January 21, 2016 will be refunded.!
What You Need to Know Before You Fly 

While they may look easy to fly, even the smallest of drones are 
potentially much more than mere toys. While one can learn the 
techniques with an inexpensive micro-drone, experts suggest that 
you get trained and educated in the craft before taking one out in 
the field.!
“Go to a group like Drone User Group or the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics to seek out clubs and forums,” advises Cohen.!
The Consumer Technology Association’s emphasizes the 
importance of the FAA and industry guidance and encourages 
users to review this check-list of tips for safe recreational use of 
drones before they start flying them including:!
    Operate the device under specific safety guidelines established 
under federal, state, and local regulations. Check out 
KnowBeforeYouFly.com an educational campaign and website 
established to help you to learn drone specs, requirements and 
guidelines for your area by plugging your zip code into their 
locator.!
    If you’re flying a drone within five miles of an airport, be sure to 
notify the airport or control tower before you begin flying your 
drone.!
    To avoid other air tra$c, your drone should fly no higher than 
400 feet above the ground. Always keep your unmanned aircraft 
within eyesight, and use an observer to assist if needed.!

    Avoid intentionally flying over unprotected persons or moving 
vehicles, and keep your unmanned aircraft at least 25 feet away 
from individuals and vulnerable property.!
    Sensitive infrastructure or property such as airports, power 
stations, water treatment facilities, correctional facilities, heavily 
traveled roadways, government facilities, stadiums, etc. should be 
avoided as places to fly your drone.!
    Remain well clear of - and do not interfere with - manned aircraft 
operations. You must observe and avoid other aircraft and 
obstacles at all times.!
    Adverse weather conditions such as high winds or reduced 
visibility will impact your ability to manage your aircraft.!
    Don’t conduct surveillance or take pictures of people in areas 
where there’s an expectation of privacy. Be respectful and 
considerate of privacy concerns in the areas where you fly.!
The FAA o"ers its latest guidance on its website.!
What Happens If You Enter a No-Fly Zone While Using Your 
Drone? 

Visit KnowBeforeYouFly.com before launching your drone. 
Breaking the rules could result in a citation, community service 
and/or probation plus confiscation of your drone and all the 
accompanying equipment. If the o"ense is larger (such as hurting 
a pedestrian or destroying public property) the punishment could 
be much more serious.  So respect the guidelines, play safe and 
have fun with your new hobby!!
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

By John Krause 

Airy YouTube VIdeo Downloader For Mac 
Company: Eltima  Software!
URL: www.eltima.com!
Price: Personal: $19.95, family Pack: $39.95!
System Requirement: OS X 10.7+!
Level: Any Mac user. Works automatically for any user.!
Rating: 5 out of 5 Apples!
The title alone is a mouth full. Why another downloader? Curiosity 
got the best of me, and I do a lot of YouTube downloads, so why 
not check it out? !
Instructional videos are very useful when learning how to build or 
fix something.  I used them when I wanted to upgrade and install 
RAM on my Mac computers.!
YouTube videos can just be fun! My grandsons watch them and we 
swap back and forth. Who can find the best videos? I have an 
entire folder of Flash Mob videos for example.!

Mark Bazrod asked me why do I so like the Airy app. Furthermore, 
how do I use the App? Here are my reasons and uses:!
1.Bear in mind that there are many download and compression 
programs available for Macs, such as Handbrake, Wondershare, 
Ripit, etc., etc. I have used many of them. Some become favorites; 
some don’t.!
Airy does the job, down and dirty, real simple and if a YouTube 
video can’t be downloaded, it tells me immediately. I don’t waste 
my time.!
2. I belong to several discussion groups and we discuss topics, 
some critical issues, some just fun. I find that I can quickly 
download videos that form the nucleus of a discussion.!

3. I often download musical performances (snippets), put them into 
a folder and show them to several of my nutty but loyal group of 
aficionados, so that we can get acquainted to a style, a performer, 
etc.!
4. I can collect a file of how to do it videos for tasks that I am 
occasionally asked to perform, such as changing the very small 
halogen bulbs in my bathroom that have a habit of burning out 
when you least expect them to do.!
Lastly, I am attaching a screenshot which show how things are 
organized. It is a history of recent downloads, taken from the App 
as it sits on my dock.!
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Reviewer: John Krause!

John Krause is a retired surgeon who 
lives in Bala Cynwyd. John has used 
Macs for 15 years after much disgust 
with the alternative. 

http://www.eltima.com
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AI 

Over And Over 

By Kathy Garges 
A key concept that appears over and over in computer technology 
and artificial intelligence is redundancy. When information is 
repeated, we can abbreviate the repeated parts, creating 
e$ciencies in time, hardware storage and energy use. Abbreviating 
also simplifies the expression of information, allowing us to focus 
on the valuable part that is not redundant.!

We observe repetition and redundancy in the natural world. Fractal 
and spiral forms in nature, some seashells, for example, are built 
on repetitive (recursive) patterns in geometry and numbers. (You 
may be familiar with one such numerical pattern, the Fibonacci 
numbers, featured in Dan Brown’s novel The Da Vinci Code as the 
combination of a safe.) Another biological example is redundancy 
of genes in the human genome.!

Natural languages are also repetitive. As much as fifty percent of 
written text in English is unnecessary, redundant. When 
Westerners traveled to African and Caribbean cultures that 
communicated long distances by drumming, they first thought the 
repetitive drumming signals indicated the lack of intelligence, even 
a childishness, of the indigenous peoples. To the contrary, 
repetition in drumming communications is a sign of intelligence as 
the redundancy is needed to reduce error in message transmission 
in the “noisy channel” of the earth’s atmosphere. Exploiting 
repetition in language is one of the key principles of cryptographic 
code breaking.!

Reducing error and increasing e$ciency have been primary goals 
of information technology since Charles Babbage conceived his 
“di"erence engine” in 1822 with the goals of automating various 
calculations, such as logarithmic tables, to reduce human error 
and improve e$ciency. AI pioneer Claude Shannon considered 
redundancy to be the opposite of valuable information, or 
“surprise,” and developed a widely-used equation to remove 
redundancy by finding the speed needed to reduce error in 
transmitting a message through static or other noisy channels (the 
“Shannon-Hartley” theorem). Computer software coding strives to 
reduce redundancy by using loops and iterations.!

It would be a mistake, however, to think that considerations of 
redundancy are only about a fixed law for trading o" in e$ciency 
and error correction. Shannon himself noted the anomaly that 
some subsystems can be more complex (less redundant) than a 
larger system they are a part of, like chess, which has a greater 
number of possible games (the “Shannon number”) than the total 
number of atoms in the observable universe.!

Redundancy is a concept of systems. It can be relevant in di"erent 
ways in di"erent levels of the same system. For example, no two 
snowflakes are alike (a bit of folklore that has basically stood up 
against recent scientific investigation), but at the system level of a 
blizzard like the one we experienced in these parts a few weeks 
ago, each flake is repetitive in function, and the accumulation of 
flakes leaves mounds of snow that have still not completely 
melted.!

New information technology continues to reveal opportunities for 
new understandings of the complex role of redundancy, most 
noticeably in the area of communication systems. From the early 
days of computer technology, there were predictions that paper 
communications would become redundant. Only recently, 
however, with the growth in mobile computing, has the blizzard of 
paper seemed to diminish. Texting and Twitter have reduced 
redundancy in written natural language to a bare minimum, but 
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with continuing controversy about whether they have also reduced 
the value of the social media communications they transmit.!
The Internet has created interesting new redundancies and AI 
researchers are using these innovatively in data mining and 
machine learning. Redundancy can signal that humans consider 
certain information to be important. For example, factual data 
about Elvis Presley’s birthday appears redundantly all over the 
Internet. An AI program NELL (Never-Ending Language Learner) at 
Carnegie Mellon University is experimenting with learning to “read” 
the web, in part by exploiting these redundancies. You can 
observe how NELL works, and help the program clarify its 
learning, by following it on Twitter @cmunell. For example, NELL 
recently asked “True or False? ‘young hot stars’ is a 
#GeometricShape.”!

Redundancy also pops up in AI in areas other than communication 
systems. Controversy continues about whether human drivers are 
important as redundant back-ups to AI driverless cars, with some 
suggesting that human intelligence is inadequate to the function of 
driving to begin with. In the exciting area of visual prosthetics for 
blind humans, a research team at Monash University in Australia is 
exploring the addition of haptic devices that simulate an additional 
sensory channel of touch. The haptic channel could supply 
“supplementary or redundant information” to reinforce the human 
brain learning to use the “bionic eye.”!

One more common usage of the concept of redundancy in 
information technology should be noted. Humans sometimes 
express the fear that we ourselves will become redundant, in the 
sense of obsolete and unnecessary, with the rise of AI. This 
version of redundancy expresses in a nutshell human fears about 
artificial intelligence. But it takes a complex intelligence to simplify 
information and to understand our own intelligence su$ciently to 
create an artificial version. Rather than keeping humans around as 
energy sources a la The Matrix films, it’s far more likely that 
advanced AI will reason that it’s important to keep humans around 
for a better reason – our capacity for non-redundant intelligence.!

Sources and additional information: 

James Gleick, The Information: A History, A Theory, A Flood, 
Vintage, 2012.!

Alfred S. Posamentier and Ingmar Lehmann, The Fabulous 
Fibonacci Numbers, Prometheus Books, 2007.!

Paolo Liberatore, “Redundancy in logic I: CNF propositional 
formulae,” Artificial Intelligence, Volume 163, Issue 2, April 2005, 
Pages 203–232 http://tinyurl.com/gl43hhv !

Doug Downey, Oren Etzioni, and Stephen Soderland, “A 
Probabilistic Model of Redundancy in Information Extraction,” 
2005, http://tinyurl.com/j63qqn6!

Tom Mitchell, “Reading the Web: A Breakthrough Goal for AI,” 
http://tinyurl.com/zfp8yy9!

Read the Web, Research Project at Carnegie Mellon University, 
http://tinyurl.com/24nxfsy  !

“How haptics can enhance bionic eyes,” KurzweilAI News, May 3, 
2013, http://tinyurl.com/jp3sjvg!
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MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH 

THE QUEEN’S GUARDS 
         Taken by Marian Berray 

Marian tells me that this photo is of the Queen’s Guards marching from Victoria Barracks to Windsor Castle for the Changing of the 
Guards. A regimental band played ahead of them. Sally Bazrod, Photo Editor
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Technical Specs 

Camera: Canon PowerShot 
A1400!
Shutter: 1/320!
F-Stop: 2.8!
ISO Speed: 200!
Flash: OFF!
Date: May 30, 2014!
Time: 10:53 a.m.


